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Purpose of the Evening

• To give you a feel for how difficult the task is 

that your child faces (and how capable they 

are at it).

• To provide you with a view of how you can 

best support your child as they prepare for 

their GCSE English exams.



What do the following have 

in common?
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What’s the biggest reason 

for underperformance?

Disengaged 
reading

Over-active 
reading

Active reading



How to read…

1.Use a blue ruler to focus reading.
2.Summarise content after most sentences.
3.Summarise tone/mood/atmosphere after most 

paragraphs



English Language exams:

a small sample

Jane Doar

Give – Create – Succeed



Equipment you must have 

for the English exam:

• numerous black pens

• numerous highlighters

• a blue ruler



100% Examination 

A qualification of this type requires:

• maturity

• a calm and positive attitude

• excellent exam technique 

• determination to succeed

• revision and practice



Paper 1 

80 marks

1 Hour 45 Minutes

50% of GCSE English Language  

1.Read the extract

2.Complete Qs 1-4 referring back to the 

extract constantly

3.Complete Q5 (the writing section)



Paper 2 

80 marks

1 Hour 45 Minutes

50% of GCSE English Language  

1.Read the extracts

2.Complete Qs 1-4 referring back to the 

specified extract(s) constantly

3.Complete Q5 (the writing section)



Q1
5%

Q2
10%

Q3
10%

Q4
25%

Q5
50%

Timings and mark allocation
4 marks
5 minutes

20 marks
25 minutes

8 marks
10 minutes

8 marks
10 minutes

40 marks
45 minutes

45 mins

60 mins





“jagged peaks of the mountain”

“delicate flowers of pink and mauve and white peep out from their hiding places ” 

“the pastures are green and speckled
with yellow buttercups”

“the sun has flattened the land into 
submission, turning the greens to browns”

“a place of secrets, one that has seen too much 
and concealed too much to be at peace with 
itself.”

What’s the overall effect? Overall, how does this place sound to you?
What devices can you see in use?  

syndetic listing
personification/verb choice Precisely-chosen adjectives

Contrast of seasons - time.



A sample answer

The language the writer uses to describe the mountain area 
creates contrasting tones for different seasons. In spring, the 
flowers are said to ‘peep out from their hiding places’. This 
personifies the flowers, implying they have been secretly hiding 
all through the winter, lying dormant beneath the 
ground, waiting for the right time to blossom. When it is warm 
enough, they show tiny signs of life by tentatively pushing their 
way through the earth and ‘peep[ing]’ around. This contrasts 
with language used to describe the mountain area, which is far 
more negative. ‘The sun has flattened the land into submission’ 
conveys the sun as so intense that it has overwhelmed the land, 
crushing any sign of green life so that all that now remains is 
scorched brown.



Some final thoughts on support that 

you can offer

Jack Houghton
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English: What they have to do

• Details of each exam can be found in “How 

to prepare for…” document.

• Language – 2 papers – reading 

comprehension and writing.

• Literature – 2 papers – novels, a play, some 

poems – traditional questions and extract-

based.  Closed book.



Practice vs. Preparation

Practice Preparation

Language Literature

Homework
Independent 

Work



English Language

• Students must keep up-to-date with 

homework.

• Red pen and feedback; create and update 

own guide.

• “Re-mock” before Easter holidays.



English Language





English Literature

• Details of each exam can be found in “How 

to prepare for…” document.

• Students have to know well:

– Lord of the Flies

– Merchant of Venice, Romeo and Juliet or

Macbeth

– Jekyll and Hyde

– 15 poems from the Anthology



English Literature

• For each of them, they have to be able to 

write about:

– Ideas (that answer the question)

– Using quotes (that are short and embedded)

– Language (sounds, words, metaphors, similes 

etc.)

– Structure (rhyme, rhythm, foreshadowing etc.)

– Form (genre, narrative voice, staging etc.)

– Context (what was happening at time)

– Links (only for poetry)



A “one-pager”



Don’t re-invent…

Shmoop
LitCharts

Other Schools

YouTube

Revision 
Guides

But sense checkExam board = AQA

Sparknotes



English Literature

Merchant of Venice Romeo & Juliet

• Shylock
• Antonio
• Portia
• Bassanio
• Jessica
• Justice v Mercy
• Race
• Wealth
• Friendship/Marriage
• The setting

• Romeo
• Juliet
• Mercutio
• Tybalt
• Capulet
• Love/Marriage
• Hate/Revenge
• Death
• Family
• The setting

Macbeth

• Macbeth
• Lady Macbeth
• Duncan
• Malcolm
• Banquo
• The Witches
• Fate vs Free Will
• Ambition
• Power
• Reality
• Violence
• Time
• Gender



English Literature

Lord of the Flies Jekyll & Hyde

• Ralph
• Jack
• Piggy
• Simon
• Roger
• Littluns
• Civilisation/Barbarity
• Leadership
• Good v Evil
• Death
• Children & Adults
• The Opening
• The Ending
• The setting
• Symbols

• Utterson
• Enfield
• Jekyll
• Hyde
• Lanyon
• Good v Evil & Duality
• Reputation/Religion/

Repression
• Violence
• Women & Femininity
• Curiosity and Science

15 poems

• Ozymandias
• London
• Prelude
• Last Duchess
• Charge of the Light 

Brigade
• Exposure
• Storm on the Island
• Bayonet Charge
• Remains
• Poppies
• War Photographer
• Tissue
• The Emigree
• Kamikaze
• Checking Out My History



English Literature

• Students should have been preparing their 

revision notes for each of these.

• Ask them: “Could you answer a question on 

each of these…”

• If they say “yes”, ask them to talk about 

ideas, language, structure, form and 

context.  What would they write?

• “Sort of” knowing them won’t help them in 

the exam – they need specifics, including 

quotes.



English Literature

• Write a list of all the “gaps”.

• Help them write a timetable to complete 

“one-pagers” for all of them.

• Limit them to 45 minutes per “one-pager”.

• Use revision guides and YouTube.

• When they have completed these, regular 

exam practice-questions will help them 

most, but this comes later.

• Thursday Revision.



Summary:

What can you do?
• Check Edulink – are they getting the 

homework in?

• Ask to see their guides to English Language 

exams.  Have they created them? Can they 

explain to you how to answer each question?  

If not, what have they done about it?

• Have they got notes in folders that will help 

them answer questions about any of the 

elements of the texts they are studying?



Summary:

What can you do?
• Help them put together a realistic plan to 

repair the situation – 2 one-pagers a week 

would mean they could go from nothing-to-

everything before the final exam.

• Manage their time for them – short, sharp, 

with an end-product.

• Encourage a positive attitude – what can 

they do to solve their problems? – revision 

guides, talk to teachers.

• Don’t let them fear failure.



Your role?
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